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with his Greek troops to all the corners of the mysterious flat earth in which he battled. From India to
Egypt his sword and his mania transformed the
world. Zeus conjoined Brahma, Thebes became
an Egyptian city, and the Sphinx flew back to
the motherland. The world became a little
bit more global and a little bit more
Greek, but nothing could equal the conversion of the next great Mediterranean
civilization and its lasting influence.

1. rome
The all-conquering, all-consuming,
capitol city of the Italian peninsula, Rome, regurgitated the Greek myths over the world—
and crucifixion awaited if you didn’t like it. The
Romans in many ways considered Greek civilization effeminate and soft compared to their
virile machine of law and conquest, but for all of
that, they sure liked those myths. They took their
own gods and transposed them over the old
Greeks: Zeus became Jupiter, Hera became Juno, Poseidon became Neptune, Hades became Pluto, Hermes
became Mercury, Hestia became Vesta, Ares became Mars,
Athena became Minerva, Aphrodite became Venus, Artemis became Diana, Hephaestus became Vulcan, Dionysus became Bacchus,
and Apollo, being Apollo, got to remain Apollo. The transposition
affected many of the heroes; Hercules became Heracles, Persephone became Proserpina, and so on.
Many of the myths come down to us from their Roman sources, like
Ovid’s Metamorphoses, while the original Greek tellings are lost in
time. The Romans also got into the business of copying Greek statuary, so many of the images familiar to us of the gods and goddesses
are actually copies of the earlier originals. Greek architecture also
fell into the great Roman digesting engine and until the advent of
the arch and the dome, Latin temples followed the basic post (Ionic,
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Dorian, and Corinthian columns) and lintel ( just like those bas-relief
friezes that decorated the pediments they knew so well) system of
their forbears to the East.
When the poet Vergil sat down with pen at the scroll, the Romans
even formulated a wonderful myth of the creation of their city, the
Aeneid, that firmly established their classical bona fides. Aeneas, the
Trojan son of Venus, escaped the destruction of Troy with his father
on his back and with his son by the hand. Like that old Ithacan, he
wandered about the world of the Mediterranean with his loyal
refugees encountering bleeding plants, harpies, Scylla and Charybdis, various prophets and oracles, and even old blind Polyphemus
the Cyclops, eventually landing on the shores of Carthage and enjoying the admiration of the
beautiful Queen Dido. But alas,
his destiny must be followed to
other shores and the founding of
a new Troy.
However, the Trojans first stopped
in Sicily and were so popular with
the women there that the ladies
conspired to burn their ships to
keep them on the island, but Jupiter sent a
rainstorm and the remaining ships were off
to the Italian mainland. Before exploring
much of this new country Aeneas had another journey in mind—he wanted to visit his
father Anchises, who died back in Carthage.
With the Sibyl, yet another oracle, in tow and
a glowing golden bough in hand, Aeneas traveled to the underworld. And after a little
set-to with Cerberus and the always acerbic Chiron, he arrived at Elysium, the new
abode of dear old dad. Anchises was overjoyed to see his offspring and in his
prophesying spells out
the lineage to come
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from Romulus, a great grandson many times over of Aeneas to come,
and the actual founder of Rome, to the Emperor Augustus, who just
happened to be the ruler when Vergil was scribbling his epic. In a similar fashion to the Iliad, a great deal of turmoil both on earth and in
the heavens would ensue before there was any happiness in this new
land of Latium.
The whole story ends with a mortal
combat between Aeneas, who has become an ally of the Latiums, and a king
of the Rutulians named Turnus who
doesn’t care much for his neighbor’s alliance with these interloping Trojans.
Of course, various gods provided various weapons to the combatants, and in
the end, Aeneas slew Turnus, because
he saw he was wearing Athena’s swordbelt. The eventual founding of Rome
by those Anean descendents and twins
Romulus and Remus was assured. In
time that city, that empire founded by
those twins (maybe their belligerence,
and those Romans who followed them,
came from the milk they suckled from
the she-wolf that raised them) dwindled and crumbled into dust like all
those that came before.
A new global enterprise was on the ascent and it had no love for the tales of
gods and goddesses. Christianity controlled the world of Europe and the few
tales that were remembered were consigned to the bin of superstition and
witchcraft. A new dark age had arrived.
But what goes around comes back
around. Toward the end of this middle
age the myths started to resurface, to
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be refitted and find new ground in the culture.
First a certain long-beaked Italian named Dante
reclaimed a great treasure trove of gods and monsters and retold their stories in his great poem, The Divine Comedy. Most of these figures of wonder, from
Odysseus to Geryon to Midas and the Harpies, found
themselves consigned to the rings of hell, but you
have to start somewhere and thus they were remembered. After Dante, other writers and artists started
to play with some of those exciting tales of yesteryear. Scholars rediscovered the forgotten manuscripts and workmen with shovels and picks
accidentally unearthed a past that most had forgotten. A renewed interest in the imaginary world
of ancient Greece was blossoming. One might
even call it a “rebirth.”

2. the renaIssance
Rebirth, renaissance—a renewed excitement in all things ancient; a harkening back to those earlier times when
things were “pure” and unclouded with
the uncertainties of 15th-century Italy. As
statuary was unearthed and cleaned to the
stark and resplendent white of marble, or
even the dense greens of tarnished
bronze, a new and inaccurate view of the
old civilization of Greece was being
formed. What has been passed
down to us is only now a little
closer to the truth, as we have discovered that Greek sculptures and the temples that housed them
were brightly painted, a veritable Dionysian frenzy of bright colors.
Greece was a world of glory, of beauty, of clear-eyed democrats
that viewed their place in the universe through their multiplicity of
gods with a profound sense of connection and a devotion to the
simpler Edenic world.
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